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[♫ Musical interlude ♫] 

Kurtis Clements: Hi, this is Kurtis Clements from Kaplan University’s Writing Center, and today 

I’m with Kevin Kelly and we’re going to talk about Kevin’s book, Entertaining Your Indoor Cat, 

and about his writing process. So, Kevin to get things started why don’t you tell us a little bit 

about who you are and what you do at KU.  

Kevin Kelly: Well, the first thing I should mention is that I have three cats. They’re all really 

happy and healthy, and I enjoy playing with them. When I’m not doing that, then I am working 

as a department chair at Kaplan University for a campus in South Portland and Lewiston, Maine. 

So, the department that I’m chair of is the Arts & Sciences department. We offer courses in 

composition, communication, science, math, social science, and the humanities.  

KC: I know that you write both fiction and drama, but now you’ve find your way to writing this 

book about entertaining your indoor cat, obviously you’re a cat person. I’m just wondering 

what led you to want to write this kind of book? What was that process like for you?  

KK: Yeah, the book about the Entertaining Your Indoor Cat was an episodic, I guess, writing 

process. You know, it was divided up into these different sections. So, that kind of came when I 

had time and in the past I think my writing process has been originally probably in the evening, 

and I try to sort of, you know, follow the routine of doing a couple of hours per day. And then I 

kind of switched over to the early mornings. I did that and now I find myself maybe composing 

when I’m on a run in the morning and maybe writing a bit on my iPhone at night. I have 

discovered different devices that are useful to me to compose and think and edit. I have gone 

from yellow pads to computers to laptop computers and now I’m actually finding my way to 

working on my iPhone quite a bit. I’m not sure why that is.  

With the cat book I collaborated quite a bit with my three cats and they of course gave me a lot 

of ideas. I would kind of watch them do things and interact with them. Part of the process was 

sort of seeing what worked with the cats, and they were often – actually I am serious that they 

were collaborators – they are really inventive animals and they come up with their own little 

tricks and games. They do not like to be bored. It’s easy enough to ignore cats and they’ll be 

very content just sitting in a corner or snoozing away most of the day, but if you start to 

interact with them more and engage with them, then they will respond in kind – not unlike 

students in the classroom. I think as instructors at KU I think we realize it’s important for us to 

interact with our students and engage them in a dynamic way and then we get much better 



results from the classroom. Interestingly enough with animals I have discovered the same thing. 

They show you different sides of them – their personalities, their intelligence when you work 

with them and interact with them and have fun. So, that’s kind of why I started to write it 

because I started to see new things about the cats I’d been living with when I was playing with 

them in different ways and kind of acknowledging their own sense of fun and intelligence.  

KC: When did you first notice that your cats were playing differently or were responding 

differently depending on how you were playing with them?  

KK: Well, I think I discovered that the cats played in a different way when I was living in New 

York City and my wife and I had a cat who – we had a very small apartment because it was New 

York City – and the cat was fine, just kind of sitting on the window sill looking out of an air shaft, 

which was our window in our apartment. And he was fine, but you know he liked to play and 

typical games that a cat would like to play: tossing him a moss or something like that. And then 

one day we decided to lob some rubber bands in his direction and we did that, not to hurt of 

course, but to see if he would chase them, and we noticed he was actually ducking and running 

and poking his head out at us. And trying to get us to do that more so it was almost this game 

of hide and seek. He was playing a completely different way, where this was this whole sense of 

fun. You know trying to hide and then poking his head out to see if we would shoot another 

rubber band at him. So, that kind of led me to inventing these other games to see what they 

would do. When we moved to Maine, we adopted another cat from a shelter and this cat really 

enjoyed playing hide-and-go seek, and we were living in a large school condo, an elementary 

school that had been turned into condos. And this cat would love to hide out in the hall and 

sneak up on us and surprise us, just like you would if you were playing hide-and-go seek with a 

person. It was very, very interesting to see how they would react, so it sort of developed from 

there. I started seeing all of these different things they would do, and they then became just 

that much more engaged with us too and they liked to play.  

KC: Are both of those activities in your Entertaining Your Indoor Cat book? The hide-and-seek 

and the rubber band toss?  

KK: Well there are different toss games, but I didn’t use the rubber band because there is 

nothing in the book designed to hurt cats in anyway. We weren’t trying to hurt cats in any way 

that wasn’t very sensitive about anything like that, so I wouldn’t put that in there. There are 

lots of chase and hide-and-go-seek games in there or a variety of different games that we’ve 

played with our cats.  

KC: This sounds like this was a pretty fun book to write. How did writing this book compare to 

other kinds of writing?  



KK: Well, what was good about this book I think it was a focused purpose, and the purpose was 

driven by what the publisher wanted. And the publisher wanted 50 activities that would serve 

to entertain an indoor cat, so that was all I had to worry about. I had to worry about concocting 

these different activities for the cat. In terms of a genre, I think I have decided that this is a 

creative nonfiction book because I can’t promise that every single activity is real and cat-tested. 

Some flights of fancy in there, I think.  

KC: So how many of these activities are cat tested? And were they tested with your cats?  

KK: I think probably about 90 percent of the activities have been done with my cats, including 

walking the cats on leashes, which is maybe their number one favorite activity.  

KC: Most cats, of course, wouldn’t tolerate being put on a leash for walks. Does your book 

speak to how best to accomplish this?  

KK: Well, yeah, in the book I do have a long couple of chapters on how to walk your cat on a 

leash and getting the cat used to a leash and a harness. That was really just trial and error, so I 

got a harness for one cat and put it around him very loosely and sort of watched him freak out 

and run away and not want to have it on him. Then he gradually got used to it, and then I kind 

of fastened it so it was clipped under his belly because it works just like a dog harness. Then I 

put the leash on him and I walked him around the house for a bit and he seemed to be okay 

with that. And gradually I let him go outside.  

KC: Earlier you spoke of composing on your iPhone, so I’d like for you to share some of your 

thoughts about composing on that device.  

KK: Well, I downloaded one of the Word document apps. I think it’s just called Documents. And 

it had one where you can create a small little word processing application and you can email it, 

you can save multiple copies and revisions, you can edit on it, and you can also instantly email it 

to yourself to save it. So it was kind of convenient. I just used the little keyboard on the iPhone. 

I wanted to see as an experiment if I could write something and complete it on the iPhone. And 

I did. I wrote a short story and now my goal is to write – so now, I’ve wrote a couple of short 

stories so far on it. So now I have this goal to write a whole collection of short stories on my 

iPhone. I don’t know why this is a goal, but it is.  

KC: Well, I suppose with your iPhone you know it’s a lot easier than lugging around a laptop, or 

even an iPad for that matter. If you can squirrel away 10 minutes of tapping on your iPhone and 

getting a paragraph or two done I suppose you can make some headway.  

KK: Yeah, you know one thing that I think that is a little different than anything else that I’ve 

done is that when you are waking up in the morning and falling asleep right between those 



times we talk about moments of creativity and original thought like when you’re falling asleep 

and when you wake up; you can forget those moments if you don’t record them. Just writing on 

a piece of paper or something that’s fine, but I’ve found if I can put down my thoughts and 

actually edit it and start to work; it might keep me up longer than I want to be, but it’s a great 

time to do it and this just seems to be a device that’s working for me now.  

KC: Do you find that you know you’ll sit at your desk and use your iPhone or is that not the 

occasion for using the iPhone to compose on?  

KK: No, I don’t like to sit at the desk with the iPhone. [laughter] I try to be in a prone position, if 

possible. I think I have reduced my process to using just my thumb at this point. [More 

laughter]  

KC: But I bet you’re getting pretty quick at that.  

KK: I am, yes. I have a very literate thumb.  

KC: Now as far as you said that you’ve written a couple of short stories on the iPhone, I mean 

how short are these stories? Are you talking four or five pages or just a couple of paragraphs? 

Give us a sense of the amount of work you’re doing on that iPhone.  

KK: I’d say that each one is probably about five to seven pages at this point.  

KC: Oh, so a good number of pages.  

KK: Yeah, I guess I’ve gotten used to using that keyboard. I think the first time I got a computer I 

couldn’t get used to writing on a computer, and I would force myself to use yellow legal pad 

and pen and do it again and again because everything looked so good when you put it on a 

computer that I was hesitating to edit anything because you know it always looked so perfect. 

So, of course, it had to be a work of genius since it looked perfect on the computer. Yeah so I 

kept multiple copies originally on a yellow pad until I kept crossing out to the point just when I 

couldn’t read it anymore then I would put it onto the computer then I felt a little bit more 

secure. Then gradually I got over that insecurity and I learned to compose on a computer, which 

I can do very easily now. But this is sort of another device that’s convenient. I think you can do 

it wherever you are so you don’t need – so, maybe it’s just the size of the thing that makes it 

easy.  

KC: So, the cat book has been out for a couple of years now? Or is it longer than that?  

KK: About two years, yep. Yeah, it went into its second edition I think earlier this year. 

KC: Oh, that’s fabulous. So the book is doing pretty well?  



KK: Well, it was picked up by a few different companies that wanted to sell it. So, Petsmart – 

you can actually buy it physically in Petsmart, and you can buy it like in Borders and Barnes and 

Noble, so different bookstores. It was available at different local bookstores here in Maine at 

Longfellow Books. So it was available there. It became like a featured, it wasn’t the first, but an 

alternate selection for Book of the Month Club. So, it was on that. There was this other website 

called BasBleu; they picked it up also. They sort of sell a collection of unusual things, including 

books, so they were featuring it.  It started to get picked up mostly because of the sales reps 

were going out and that’s their job, and the publishing companies. So, yeah, it’s been selling 

some copies.  

KC: Excellent! Well, thanks so much, Kevin, for spending some time with me today to talk about 

your book, Entertaining your Indoor Cat, and talking about how you use your iPhone to 

compose. This is Kurtis Clements from Kaplan University’s Writing Center saying so long for 

now. Bye!  

[♫ Musical interlude ♫] 
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